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A Partisan Court Issues he Most Im
portant Opinion in its History
in Thirty Minutes on Ex
Parte Testimony.

at the bar of that court on

trial at that time.
Force was ready at hand, and the
joint convention of the legislature of
the state of Nebraska hlle in deliberative resson, hare their doors broken
down, their officers maltreated, the dignity of the state Insulted, and their
speaker, who is subject to no other authority or court than their own, coerced
and commanded to perform an act he
has been forbidden to do by the bodies
that created him, and to which be is
alone amenable. He is compelled to
violate the constitution and declare a
citizen of Great Britain governor of the
state, to canvass voles that the statutes
of Nebraska for over ten years have
said the legislature shall canvass, and
declare results that the joint convention
have suspended the declaration of. Sic
Transit Republicanism.
The spureme court of Nebraska is
under a cloud. We do not say the
judges are conspirators. We do not
say they are in collusion with the corporate power of this state and the worst
political element that ever raped the
ballot-boor disgraced a
community. But other .men not so
careful as we have said It. The simple
fact is that the supreme cdftirt of this state
banded down the most important opinion in its history within thirty minutes
of the application for It, allowing only
fifteen minutes for argument and citations, OB purely x pare testimony ; and
the retiring secretary of state illegally
withheld the notice of contest from the
speaker of the house until the writ had
been served and its mandate complied
with.
Tho supreme court is composed of
honorable men. That they are partisans
there is not a shadow of doubt. Whether
supreme power is safer in the hands of
three old men subject to partisan Influences and partisan feelings than' in the
bands of one hundred and thirty-threchosen representatives of the people,
where it is placed by the constitution,
Is now for the people themselves to determine.

writ to the attention of the
house, which was an honor that should
not have been accorded it. The attempt to mandamus a
branch of the government by a wht
which it could not enforce under the
constitution places the supreme court
of this state in a ridiculous and contemptible position. But the Independent majority, willing that acts of aggression should come from the other
side, and anxious to be at one with law
and order, contented itself with a protest. But the end of this it not yet.
A gross outrage may be perpetrated
with dignity and manliness, and under
the form of the law. Sheriff McClay
had not been officially denied entrance
to the house. He could have sent a
communication to the desk, stating his
business and asking admission. If It
had then been denied him any other
course would have been open.
What did he do? Proceeded at once
to force the door. To deepen the insult he associated with himself in this
lawless act the colored keeper of the
lowest saloon and brothel in the city of
Lincoln.
Is there any danger in this? Yes,
great danger. Don't for a moment fail
to read the signs aright. This says
plainly to the people of this state, any
usurping partisan tyranny can at any
time find fitting instruments to carry
out Its edicts. King James found Jeffries and a bloody circuit. The railroad
compower and the
,
bine found a partisan court, Bud
Marshall Hastings, Constable Carder and Sheriff McClay.
lz.z of the

17, 1891.

The passage of the senate resolution
ordering papers for the use of the members was not justifiable. This has been
the method of a contemptible steal for
many years. It Is just as proper to
buy shoes or cigars for the use of members as newspapers. If the independent members want to disseminate the
abuse and misrepresentation of themselves by such papers as thejfee, Journal
d
over this state at
and
public expense, let them adhere to this
resolution and adopt one in the house.
Not one of these papers intends to give
a fair and impartial report of the proTheir reports are simply
ceedings.
statements of partisan and irresponsible
correspondents, and are colored to suit
the purposes of the publishers, and
larded with vile lies about Individuals.
Any paper that would publish the low
popular support, and popular support can canard about Senator Stevens should
only be assured by an adherence to princibe excluded from any respectable asples and an honest discharge of the obligations which the body politic .assumes toward
the people."
This is quite true, which proves that
Mr. R. bits it once in a while. He now
goes on to sshow that the republican
party is not entitled to the confidence
of the people, which is just the claim
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"The Fiat Delusion."
The great legislature of the whole cided the question of precedence as pre It now resorts to lawlessness and vio firm supporter of the amendment."
'" We have received from our friend
"When I'm in
republican district
state in joint convention are perform siding officer by a vote, and then have lence t o maintain its power.
I'm a republican when in a democratic
Rev.A.H. Blackmer, of Peoria, a clipped ing their high and responsible duties enforced its decision, peaceably if It
THE CONTEST CASES.
district, I'm a democrat but I'm for
article under the above title, in which under the constitution of canvassing could, forcibly If It must. As the mat
The
Daily Call of Sunday has the fol Omaha, Rosewater and the devil all the
we And the following sentence:
the votes for the executive offices of the ter resulted usurpation triumphed, the
time."
"No paper promise to pay, whether state, a duty imposed upon them also majority was overridden and insulted, lowing which is fair and to the point:
The contestants are just as confident
Issued, by a man, a corporation or a by sections 51 and 52 of the election the liberties of the people outraged, and
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FORCING THE DOORS OF THE HOUSE.
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A BAD BREAK.

ROSEWATER VS. RICHARDS.
Let the galled jade wince. Mr.
Rosewater seems to be the "galled
jade," for he comes back at Mr. Richards in the Bee of the 5th to the extent
of two columns and a half. Mr. R. has
a pretty tough case when he has to devote two columns and a half to its elimination. Mr. Richards made him re
gret his first, article. This he admits.
He says, "I confess I made a grave mistake In failing to carry out the good old
maxim that bids us never to speak ill of
the dead." Like the keeper of that
Massachusetts alms house, he was trying to skin a dead man, was he?
Mr. Rosewatcr's last article is a little
remarkable in admitting the truth of
some of the claims the independents
have made to justify the new movement. t He says:
"In politics confidence is another name for

;

plaoo-hu-

.

e

World-Eeral-

sembly.

In the house the same resolution was

adopted later. There is only one thing
to say: This an abandonment of principle, and repudiation ef pledges made
The men who
in tho campaign.
abandon principle in small things may
do so in large ones. We will just add
that when the house starts in to pass
such resol utions as these, and avoids the
record by not calling the ayes and noes,
it is adopting the bad methods of its
predecessors which have been condemned by the people.
If men are to adopt the principle that
they, might as well take it, because
some else would if they did not, they
had better not have come here. The
other fellows were sufficiently expert.
That excuse is the bulwark of all
vile-nes- s.

- We are placed in an embarrassing position. We do not like to refuse orders
from members for papers. We like still
less to take a pull at the nasty teat
Editor Gere has been sucking so long,
and will not.
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COM-

BINE.
If any evidence had been needed to
show the essential unity of the republican and democratic parties, the events
of the past week have furnished it. In
the face of the danger of a triumph of
the people over the corporations in the
face of the danger that the democrats
might lose the fruits of their rape of the
suffrage in Omaha, they have worked
Into each others arms with the affection
of twins. In sustaining the usurpation
of Meikeljohn, in insisting that Boyd
should be declared elected, In fighting
to secure a journal record which was a
perversion of the truth, in insisting
upon a recognition of Boyd in short, in
every effort to sustain the Boyd crowd
in consummating the usurpation of
power in the state, the republican party
is making a record which its worst enemy could not wish altered. The fact
that there is no essential difference between these parties is being demonstrated every day.
This fact was
charged in the campaign, and vigorously denied. That denial would have
but little force now. It is certainly a
funny sight to see old republican soldiers who fought through the war fights,
ing now to seat Boyd, and thus approve-thvilest fraud ever perpetrated in this
or any Other state.
We regret to say that the independents are neglecting the first principles
of organization, and the bad effects of it
are seen every day. There should be a
legislative committee composed of members of both' hoxses. This committee
should determine what bills should be
considered party measures, subject to
the approval of tho party caucus, and
should call the Independent members
together whenever necessary.. Every
member has a right to present bills.
Numerous bills will be presented on the
same subject, and each member will
think his associates should support his
bill. By sifting and selecting, and by
concentrating all effort upon only one
bill or one subject, the work of such a
committee would be invaluable.
There is no need whatever for printing a multiplicity of bills on the same
subject. A well organized legislative
committee backfed by a ma jority could
save the state thousands of dollars in
this matter. Its necessity i3 imperative,
and if it has not been formed we trust
it will be at once.
-

"

"THE MIRE OF POLITICS."
The
says "the Alliance
party is being dragged by its leaders
into the mire of politics."
Perhaps the sonny who runs the W.
H. will inform us how a political party
will keep out of politics. As for the
miro it will be there as long as dishonest straddlers like tho W. H. are in it.
The great friend of the Alliance turns
out to be a first lieutenant of the corrupt conspiracy known as tho
World-Heral- d

"corpora-tion-Boyd-Rosewat- er

combine."
An editor convicted of outrageous
lying, and lying down quietly under it,
and whose correspondents are simply
disseminators of malicious slanders, has
much gall when ho talks about "the
mire of politics," tA-certal-

gentleman who has

been highly honored by his party is making enemies just now faster than ho ever
made friends. Putting on Boyd's livery is not a very auspicious beginning
for a successful political career..
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